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Abstract: In the present digital world malware is the most 

potent weapon. Malware, especially ransomware, is used in 
security breaches on a large scale which leads to huge losses in 
terms of money and critical information for big firms and 
government organisations. In order to counter the future 
ransomware attacks it is necessary to carry out a forensic analysis 
of the malware. This experiment proposes a manual method for 
dynamic malware analysis so that security researchers or malware 
analyst can easily understand the behaviour of the ransomware 
and implement a better solution for reducing the risk of malware 
attack in future. For doing this experiment Volatility, Regshot and 
FTK Imager Lite Forensics toolkit were used in a virtual and safe 
environment. The forensic analysis of a Ransomware is done in a 
virtual setup to prevent any infection to the base machine and 
carry out detailed analysis of the behaviour of the malware under 
different conditions. Malware analysis is important because the 
behavioral analysis helps in developing better mitigation 
techniques thereby reducing infection risks. The research can 
prove effective in development of a ransomware decryptor which 
can be used to recover data after an attack has encrypted the files. 
 

Keywords : Malware Analysis, FTK Imager, Volatility, Virtual 
Box, Ransomware.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Malware is also known as malicious software. It is 
basically a file or program which is causes harm to the digital 
device be it a PC or a mobile. Malware has malicious code 
embedded in it which when executed leads to compromise of 
the device. Malware includes computer viruses, worms, bots, 
Spyware, adware, Trojan horses, etc. The latest addition in 
the family of malwares is Ransomware, which has infected 
large number of systems and led to loss of data and revenue. 
Every malware has a different behaviour which is basically 
dependent on how it is coded. One of the most dangerous and 
famous ransomware is Wannacry. It is a type of malware 
which infects the system and encrypts every folder and file 
and then locks the user screen, thereby preventing the user 
from accessing the system. In order to access the system and 
decrypt the files, the user has to pay a ransom in the form of 
digital currency called bitcoins. It was originally named as 
wanacrypt and also knows wanacrypt0r and wanadecrypt0r. 
The wannacry worldwide attack happened on May 2017 and 
affected more than 3 lakh computers. It basically targeted the 
computers which were running on Windows Microsoft 
Operating System.  
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In the ransomware family one of the most famous 
ransomware is Locky Ransomware which primarily encrypts 
the files of the Windows OS and seeks ransom from the user 
for decrypting/unlocking the files. It was discovered in early 
2016 and become most significant malware of Ransomware 
family. Another reputed ransomware is Cryptolocker 2 whose 
primary function is to lock files in a Windows machine 
through the use of Gameover Zeus botnet. It uses RSA & AES 
cipher for encrypting files and demands ransom in hundreds 
of dollars. Petya 1 ransomware active in early 2016 infected 
master boot record of Windows OS.  

II. RELATED WORK 

The work described in [1] discusses dynamic malware 
analysis using Cuckoo Sandbox environment. This is a virtual 
setup which is isolated to prevent any chance of infection due 
to execution of malware. The automatic report generated by 
this framework is utilised to carry out analysis of the bad as 
well as good samples using Machine Learning algorithms. 

In [2] the authors have proposed a new algorithm for 
malware analysis called TFDROID. Based on the behaviour 
an application is categorised as malicious and benign. 
Clustering algorithm has been used in the presented approach 
but it is unable to do dynamic analysis of the apps and hence 
this approach needs to be improved. Using Machine Learning 
approach, malwares could be detected with 93.7% accuracy.  

The research in [3] describes the method to detect 
malware for Windows as well as android apps. Different 
approaches were described to identify the signature and the 
behaviour of apps in order to detect the malware. The authors 
have proposed a solution named DERBIN which is capable of 
detecting malwares in runtime in an android phone. The 
proposed approach was not applicable to all situations though 
it did achieve an accuracy of 97%. New malwares could not 
be detected through the method described in the research. 

This paper [4] described static and dynamic analysis of 
the apps using ML approach. Obfuscated and non-obfuscated 
type of malware was analysed using dynamic analysis and the 
performance was found to be satisfactory. The experiments 
conducted proved that code obfuscated samples worked well 
in dynamic analysis whereas non-obfuscated ones in static 
analysis. 

In [5] anomaly based malware detection framework has 
been proposed by the authors for an android device. Benign 
and malicious apps were installed in an android phone and 
their behaviour pattern was analysed. Various ML based 
algorithms were used to classify the apps in the two broad 
categories. Signature based malware detection could not be 
done via the proposed framework thereby limiting its 
applicability in malware analysis. The work in [6] measured 
the decay in performance of the samples both benign and 
malicious over time. For this the samples taken were stamped 
with dates so that the performance decay could be quantified 
accurately.  
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In order to do this study different Machine Learning 
classifiers were used. The authors concluded from the study 
that benign samples were wrongly classified as malicious in 
comparison to correctly classifying the malicious ones. 

The research proposed in [7] and [8] describes ways to 
create a virtual environment and carry out analysis. While the 
papers describe the android phone environment, the concept 
is same and can be applied to carry out the malware analysis.  

In [9], the basics of virtual machine creation and usage 
including its architecture have been described. The 
importance of emulator environment and the file structure has 
been elaborated along with the methodology to analysis a 
forensic image created on an emulator. 

The research presented in [10] talks about a malware 
detection system called SIGPID which can help in 
differentiating between a malicious and benign app. The 
authors claim that the proposed system is efficient in 
identifying the malwares. 

The work in [11] describes malware analysis in android 
setup. Two static analysis approaches has been presented in 
the paper. ML techniques have been used to compare the 
efficacy of the two approaches. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

This research focuses on dynamic malware analysis of a 
Wannacry ransomware in a virtual environment. Virtual box 
and Microsoft Windows 7 have been used to carry out the 
forensic analysis of the malware. One important pre-requisite 
was internet connection during analysis so that the malware 
could communicate with C&C server thereby depicting its 
true behaviour. Non-availability of internet prevents the 
malware from executing because it is unable to download the 
encryption keys, etc. The system and software specification 
used for this work is mentioned below in Table I and II. 

Table I. Specification for host machine 

System and software specification 
CPU Sixth-Gen i3 core processor 

RAM 4 GB DDR4, 2133MHz (min. 
requirement) 

GPU Intel Integrated HD 520 

Host OS Kali Linux 2019  

HDD 1Tb SATA hard drive 

Table II. Specification for virtual machine 

System and software specification 
Software Required Virtual box 

OS Windows 7/8/10 

RAM Minimum 2 GB 

VDD Minimum 30 GB 

In this experiment virtual machine was used and the 
virtual OS was manually infected. But in case the host 
machine is already compromised by ransomware, there is a 
need to identify the file extensions created by ransomware. 
These file extensions are hidden and hence need to be 
searched. Some of the ransomware file extensions are .ecc, 
.ezz, .exx, .zzz, .xyz, .aaa, .abc, .ccc, .vvv, .xxx, .ttt, .micro, 
.encrypted, .locked, .crypto, _crypt, .crinf, .r5a, .XRNT, 
.XTBL, .crypt, .R16M01D05, .pzdc. We can also look for 

ransom note file if our system is infected by ransomware 
good, .LOL!, .OMG!, .RDM, .RRK, .encryptedRSA. If any of 
the file extensions are present on the machine it means our 
machine is infected. Usually the ransomware creates a ransom 
note, generally on the desktop and from the ransom note we 
can identify the source of the attack. Some of the ransom note 
files are help_decrypt.txt, help_your_files.txt, 
help_to_decrypt_your_ files.txt, recovery_key.txt, 
help_restore_files.txt,help _recover_files.txt, 
help_to_save_files.txt, DecryptAllFiles. txt. We can find the 
file owner domain by checking the property of ransom note. 

There are many ways by which our machine can be 
infected by the ransomware malware. One of the spread 
mechanisms is phishing through email. If some infected links 
are sent via mail and clicked by the recipient inadvertently, 
the ransomware malware is downloaded automatically and 
starts spreading in the background.. Another way is 
exploitation of vulnerability in the OS, like the way Petya 1 
ransomware infects. Another method is drive-by download in 
which hackers use online ads to upload malicious code in 
victims system. For dynamic malware analysis, software’s 

and tools used are Virtual box, Regshot, FTK Imager Lite and 
Volatility. Ram dump is taken with the help of FTK Imager 
and then analysed with the help of Volatility. FTK Imager 
stands for Forensics Tool Kit. As the name suggests, it is 
basically a tool which comes with two versions FTK Imager 
Lite and FTK Imager. FTK Imager Lite is free of cost. On the 
other hand FTK Imager is paid version. It is used for taking 
RAM dump, obtaining protected files like hiber, page and 
SAM file and it is also used for making image of any physical 
drive/logical drive. Regshot is an open source utility which is 
used for taking the image of the registry. Two registry images 
taken through Regshot can then be compared. It allows user to 
take 1st shot of registry and then a 2nd shot and it gives 
comparative results and by this user can easily see the changes 
that happened between 1st and 2nd registry shot primarily due 
to some malware execution. Volatility is an open source 
memory forensics tool which is implemented in python. The 
main purpose of this tool is to find and extract digital artifacts 
from volatile memory (RAM) dump. The process for doing 
this work is divided into four parts. First phase is virtual 
machine setup phase on the host machine. In the second phase 
Regshot of the image is taken and then the malware is 
executed. In the third phase RAM dump of virtual machine is 
taken with the help of FTK Imager Lite. In the fourth phase 
memory forensics is done with the help of Volatility on RAM 
dump and digital artifacts are extracted. 

 

 
 

Fig 1. Flow chart of Methodology 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS 

The first important step in dynamic malware analysis is to 
create a virtual machine on a host machine because in 
dynamic malware analysis we have to execute the real 
malware in machine and then we have to analyse its 
behaviour.  
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It is very risky to execute the malware on the host machine 
because it would lead to infection of the base OS. Hence, the 
malware analysis is done by creating a virtual machine in 
either Virtual Box or VMware environment.  

We create a Windows 7 virtual machine and assign 2 GB 
RAM and 30 GB virtual disk space to it. After creating a 
virtual machine the second step is to run Windows and then 
take a snapshot of the machine by clicking on the button 
which is mentioned in Fig 2.  
 

 
Fig 2. Win 7 Virtual machine 

 
Fig 2 shows the Windows 7 virtual machine and we can 

see that a snapshot is also present. After taking snapshot next 
step is to take the first registry shot with the help of Regshot 
utility tool. Since it is utility tool so installation is not 

required, so after opening Regshot click on the HTML 
document and provide the first output path then click on the 
1st Regshot.  
 

Fig 3. Taking 1st registry shot 
 

Fig 3 shows the process of taking 1st Regshot. After 
successfully taking the 1st registry shot the next step is to 
execute the malware as an administrator manually. Generally 
we have to unzip the malware file first then we have to make it 
executable by adding .exe after the name of malware. 
Wannacry ransomware was executed and its effect on the 
resident data was seen in a couple of minutes. Fig 4 shows the 
screen after executing ransomware. 

 

 
Fig 4. Screen Hijacking by Ransomware 

After successful execution of ransomware, the control of 
the user screen was taken over by the malware and it 
encrypted all the files and folders so that they were not 
accessible by user. In order to allow the user to decrypt his 
files a ransom of $300 in the form of bitcoins was asked. 

The next step is to take 2nd registry shot with the help of 
Regshot and then compare it with the previous one. We do 
this because after comparing we can easily say that what types 
of changes malware does on the machine and where it’s 

executed, where from where the new files are created and 
deleted by the malware. We can see all the directory changes 
by comparing the result by simply clicking on compare 
button. Fig 5 shows the step for taking 2nd registry shot.  
 

 
Fig 5. Taking second registry shot 

Fig 6. Result of Regshot 
 

Regshot gives the result in HTML document to compare 
it because we already selected HTML document. After 
analyzing the result we can easily see that in Fig 6 that  
ransomware makes total 409 changes and it modified 17 
attributes and in 15 folders. It added folders and files on 
desktop as depicted in Fig 6 but these folders are not visible 
on the desktop. After completing the Regshot related 
processes, the next step is to do memory forensics on volatile 
memory in order to find the process id and process name of 
ransomware malware. In order to do this, RAM dump of 
compromised virtual Windows machine with the help of FTK 
Imager Lite tool is taken. Fig 7 shows the process of taking 
RAM dump. Then the virtual machine needs to be reverted 
back to its original state by clicking on restore button on 
virtual box. After reverting it, we can use snapshot of the VM 
which we created earlier. 
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Fig 7. Taking RAM dump with FTK Imager Lite 

 
After reverting the VM, the next step is to do memory 

forensics with the help of volatility tool. For doing this we 
have to paste the RAM dump file which was taken by the FTK 
Imager Lite in the same folder where volatility.exe file is 
residing. Subsequently, a command prompt is opened in 
administrator mode and the command as depicted in Fig 9 is 
required to be entered. 

The first process in Volatility is profiling where we find 
the profile of RAM dump. For this imageinfo command is 
used as mentioned in Fig 8. 

 

Fig 8.  Profiling of RAM dump 

After profiling, Volatility suggests a no of profiles from 
which we have to choose the correct profile based on the OS 
being used (Win7SP1x64 profile in the present case). After 
that all the processes, process ID (PID) and parent process ID 
(PPID) are required to be found out. This helps in identifying 
the ransomware process real name and we can find process id 
with the help of pslist or pstree plugin as given in Fig 9. For 
doing this we have to execute the command 
 
>>volatility_2.6_win64_standalone.exe-f memdump.mem 
profile=Win7SP1x64 pstree 

.  
Fig 9. Finding process name, PID and PPID 

After doing this we find a process called @WanaDecryptor 
which was running on machine and process id (PID) was 1624 
and parent process ID (PPID) was 3052. So with the help of 
this method we can analyse the behaviour of malware. For 
decrypting Wannacry ransomware encrypted files we can use 
WanaKiwi decryptor tool, which is free and easy to use. 

Table III. Summary of results obtained 

   List of evidence            YES/NO 
Ransom note found YES 

Malware Process name & process 
id found 

YES 

Malware Behaviour Found YES 

Ransom Demanded by Malware YES 

Registry Changes by Malware YES 

 
There are many benefits of doing dynamic malware 

analysis. Some of them are that we can understand the 
working and behaviour of the malware and it can also help the 
malware analyst or Incident responder to make a proper 
solution to mitigate this type of malware cyber-attack. In 
future and they can also analyse in a big network how many 
nodes are compromised by the malware. Dynamic malware 
analysis is also used for better. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The manual approach proposed in this work for forensic 
analysis of a ransomware is useful in carrying out a credible 
dynamic analysis. The examination of the various processes 
helped in understanding the infection process of the malware 
and thereby finding a remedy. The open source tools are 
effective in malware analysis and can be used to carry out a 
more in-depth analysis of more sophisticated ransomware 
samples and also help in developing an anecdote in the form 
of decryptor. 
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